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.. .
CONTRIBUTION TO, THE IDEAL EFFICIENCY OF SCREW PROPELLERS*
By .WiZhelrn,Hoff
,. ,.
The stipulation of best thrust ‘distribution i’s“ap-
plied to the annular elements o-f the screw propeller with
infinitely mtany blades in frictionless, incompressible
flow and an ideal jet propulsion” system derived possess-
ing hyperbolic angular velocity distribution along the
blade radius and combining the advantage of uniform
thrust distribution over the section with minimum slip-
stream and rotation losses. This system is then compared
with a propeller possessing the same a,ngular velocity at
all blade elements and the best possible thrust uistr”ibu-
tion secured by means of an induced efficiency varying
uniformly over the radius. Lzstly, the case of the
lightly loaded propeller elso is discussed.
,
SUMMARY
The assumptions of the +imple momentum theory provid-
ing uniform thrust distribution over the swept-disk area
and minimum slipstream losses cannot be. fulfilled with a
system the power of which is derived from a rotating sh”aft
with blades set at right angles to the direction of air
flow. Rotation losses are involved.
Assuming a hyperboli~ distribution over the radius
of angular velocities of the blade elements for the jet
propulsion system - which, admittedly, is diffi~u.lt to
realize technically - the uniformly distributed axial
losses in the slipstream remain unchanged, Uniformly dis-
tributed rotation losses also occur; a low pressure is
produced in the slipstream. The system is thus termed
“ideal.” ..
,.
*“Bermerkungen zum idealen Wirkungsgrad yon Schrauben-
propellern. “ Luftfahrtforschung, vol”. 18, no. 4, April
22, 1941, pp. 114-121.
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But prope~lefi~, have the same ang”ula:r&eloa+ty in all
annular eleilents. The condition of best thrust distribu-
tion with mint~um losses is fulfilled by a.n arrangement in
which the in”duced efficiency”’ of the annular elements
changes between an inner and an outer limit, The thrust
and power of this propeller are” cornpa.redwith the ideal
case,; a slightly inferior efficiency, necessarily associ-
ated with the high coefficient of advance for elements
near the pr”o’pel”ler’hub,’,is noted,
,.
Ljghtly loaded propellers have been extensively ex-
plored in the theory, Their ef”fect is included in the
comparison with the other two arrangements;”
The d’ekivat~”ons are explained by graphs,’ parti’culaTly
of the’”thru”st fa.~tor” k~ and the power “factor k~ fn- re-
,.
“lat,io’nto the induced efficiency ~i
,.
and the outside’ coef-
ficient ‘of advance A.
r
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dA
dT
dM
,.,.
N
.,,
NV-
v
w
it)
radius of er-nular element of the propeller
radius of outer bound=,ry .of the propeller
propeller :thrust .
.
.. element of lift .
.“ .,
element of tangential $orce
..’
element of torque
propeller power
‘“power loss
. .
..
tra.nslatory speed
speed parallel to thrust axis
radial component of s-peed
..
. .
angular velocity Qf annular element of
slipstream
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.,
aiigti”l”’arv~l”odity of annular element of
propeller ~~ ‘
,. :..’.,
angular velocity of outside bound~ry of
propeller
coefficient of advance of annular element
of the propeller ‘ .
coeffici~nt of advance of the outside
boundary of the propeller
thrust factor
power factor
air density
dyne.mic pressure
,-
pressure
axia,l efficiency
rotation efficiency
induced efficiency
ratio ~,f speed increase Of slipstream
element at the. point of an annular ele-
ment of propeller’at distance r from
the axis to the speed v: w = (1 + CY,)v,and
~ = x- 1, -re~nectively,
v, .,
induced angle of advance
ratio of “h&.’lfthe angular velocity increase
of slipstream element at the point of the
propeller to tbe angular velocity of the
blade element: (L)= 2Y~
,—, ,,,-,..,,,.-,.-,,,..--...--—,,.--,..- —,., ... -— <
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x= ~
R
c
k
o
1
B
z
r
R
ri
ra
i
m
ratio of ha’lf the speed. increase .in annular
element at the point of the developed
slipstream behind the propeller to the
“speed: W1 = (1 + 26)v
substitute mathematical quantity
r?.tio of radii
constant of best thrust distribution
constant in equations (5.2), (5.3), and
(5.4).
mathematical quantities in (5.8), (6.6),
and (7.8).
Subscripts
for upstream from the propeller
fQr downstream from the propeller
relates to Bernoulli’s equation
relates to centrifugal pressure
relates to annular element a.t distance
r from thrust axis
rela”tes to annular outside propeller
boundary
relates to annular axis of slipstream
relates to a very wide outside radius
relates to induced f’low
averaged values
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radius
velocity) of sliFstrezr,
pressure
—
Ro, r.
r;enter
R, r
w
2, Ra
*W
p 1
aft
*?L , r
w,,
.f.)J
“p “
5
For down-
stream in
sli~stream
I. Elementary MOMENTUM THEORy
The technical problem of the system identified as
‘Ipropeller’t by reason of its shape and operating method
is to so create a slipstream with minimum losses that its
reaction provides the best possible thrust. If this task
is visualized a.s ashieved by a “jet propulsion system,!’
which need not be closely identified and described, nor
necessarily be a ‘tpropel.lerltin the ordin~ry sense, the
best possible thrust and the least slipstree.m losses can
be secured by means of a simple momentum consideration.
They are achieved when thrust and losses are uniformly
distributed over the slipstream sect’ion. Rotation and
viscosity losses are discounted in this classical, simple
momentum theory.
After Bendema.nn, Pra.ndtl,,.and Madelung,,. in their work
llpra~ti~al ~ropel~er Ca.lculstion,lt 1917, (reference 1) had
pointed out the _significance of_ the (subsequently,. (refe-
rence 2) so called) a~iaJ efficiency, many. la,tter reports
on propellers’ uti~ized” the (,Ben@ema,nn) limits given in
this efficiency for compari&ofi with practical results and
for estimating its quality.
With the chosen system of notation the simple momen-
tumtheory defines the thrust f~ctor at:
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the power factor at
the axial efficiency at
Vs ks 1
~a’~=—— k] ‘1 +(-X
the speeds at:
a,= 1- ~a = cons+ ov-er-all radii of the propeller
ma
t31
—=
= const over-all radii of the slipstream
a
“(1’.1)
<(1.2)
‘<1.4)
{(1.5)
11. S:FEED AND PRESSURE IN THE ENLARGED
MOMENTUPI THEORY (ANNULAR ELEMENT)
On the jet-propulsion s“ystem developed to its
highest effi~ien~y,-’the “propeller,’t the power is int’r~-
duced by a revolving shaft whose axis points in the di-
rection of the thrust-producing stream. This power trans-
fer is accompanied by supplementary rotation losses de-
fined by the distribution of the effective torque and the
angular velocity of the annular elements of the propeller.
‘Now the processes are no longe’r as clear “(reference
4) as in. the afore-mentioiied simple “iomenturn theory and
are expediently treated at the annultir elem”ent (fig. 1),
since the integration ‘over all annular elements of the’
propeller and in the slipstream is beset’ with many diffi-
culties as explained elsewhere by Betz and Helmbold. (See
reference 5.)
Glauert (reference 6) has given a lucid derivation
of the processes on the annular elements patterned after
an old and recently reprinted article by N. E. Joukowsky.
(See reference 7. )
.— .-.. . . .. ,-
I ,‘- “-”--“Y)
v’
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~> .,. F’r’orn’”ftifti~”str”ead‘t’”othe”-‘po’in’t“o:fthe ‘arrangement
(propeller) the annular element follows the Bernoulli
..
,&’ equation
$3
I
))
“/ P. + *V2 =p~+l” (W2+W*2)~P
p’ .. . .!.,
and from the rear of ‘the ‘system far into the wake:r.,
:,
~.,
!, P It+ * p (W2 + w~a + @2re) = P13 ‘+ ~ P (W12 + @12r12)
);
~
1 whence the pressure difference between the points for up-
) stream and downstream follows a.t
.,
“’/
jj (po-pl~) =y(w12- v2)+&(Wler1 2 -w2r2j-(pi’ -p’) (2.1)
The blade elements rotate with ~, setting the an-
nular elements in rotation, The re$a.tive ~ngxlar velocity
of the blade element to the rotating slipstream is (o-u);
consequently the pressure jump produced at the propeller is
,,
1
!/
1
)1’ (pi!-p!j= $p[Q2 - (0- W)2] r2= $P EaQ”w]@rz (2.2)ii
;~ Combining (2,1$, and (2,2) a,ffords
~~
{K
~ .:.
(Po - P13) = ~ p (wlQ - V2) -~ p [2K2wr2 - W12r127
[
$j,, On passing down the s~~pstream the vortex strength
.+/!,
if
~j,1 W r2 = Wlr12
.’..
‘1
(I is maintained. ..’
Y
)-*
Next , :(2.3) is entered and rearranged:
*
J
‘(2.3)
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whence the
downstream
pressure rise over the slipstream radius for
follows at
r ‘a’ - J1()d— v J
- ~ d[~lrl’] + d[w12r12J
——
drl
(2.5)
vzdrl ,.v2dr1
The wake rotation causes centrifugal pressure% the rise
of which over the radius is
1 dplz p2nrldrl 1 @12r12 2@12rl
—— =— = (2.6)
q drl 2rrrl 1 rl drl p/2 V2 V2
The difference between the rise due to the centrifugal
pressure and that due ~thed.ynamic pressl~re brings the total
pressure rise to
1
— ‘,(2.7)
If, as will be explained later on, t:he angular veloc-
ities O and Ml, are assumed variable over the radius,
the insertion of (2.5.) and (2.6) followed by differen-
tiation, gives:
and with it the differential equation for the pressures
in the slipstream (reference 6, page 192, equation (1.9)
extended)
.,
. .
F)’ /,.
),
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‘App”lying the “argumentti”of tie simple momentum theory
to the annular element, the thrust element becomes, on
the one hand, :. <
..
dS = p2nrldrl(wl.. w v) WI = 2nr1drl(po - PIB)
and with :12.2):
(2.10)
‘“(2.11)
Qn the other.,
For each. annular element the, ea-v.a.tionof continuity
vrodro =W r dr = wlrldrl ‘(2.12)
holds true,
Combining ((.2.10) and (~.11) and entering
and (2.12) gives
(2.4)
(2n-@)mr2= 2w(wie v)_ + [(W,?- V’):’ (2 G-W1)W;; l’]
and rearranged:
~ (Wl - v)~ ‘(S2 - l/2w)
i.
(Q - l/2w~) 1 2Wly,z??’l ,2 .-—-.—m . .. . .
v’ = “ w “- 2
(2.13)
w~ -J v.”
This fo~mula (“2.13) must be satisfied for the speeds
for each annul,e.relement of the slipstreati. ($ee refer-
ence 6, p: 193.)
A further fact to he borne in mind is that half of
the’ ultime.te angular velocity of. the still.uncontracted
slipstream is not reached at the place of the propeller,
I’or the subsequent’ considerations the proportiona~ity
factors a, 6, Y are introduced in place of the. speeds
and the coefficient of advance A for the annular eiement
at the place of the pro~eller.
10 NACA ‘“Tee.hn”ical.Memorandum Nd .--1002.
Then the @re&sure ‘equa.tion. (2.9) takes .th’eform:
.... t. .. .
dB3
-=
[ 1(&wi!!k.,4’7(l+26)d6-Q l-2’Y~ dq 1 !!
.. ,,.
while the speed equation (2.13) reads:
Az = Y(2t3 - u) :(2.15)
62(1 ‘+ u) .. !, .,
This equation [2.15) can also be solved, if necess-
ary, according to the ratios u, 6,. and ‘Y. It should be
remembered that the ratio 8 is markedly affected by the
disposition of adjacent annular elements in the slip-
stream.
111., GEOMETRICAL RELATIONSHIP AND EFFICIENCY IN
THE ENLARGED MOiUENTUM THEORY (ANNULAR ELEMENTS) <
With the omission-of the radial velocity compone~t
the speed diagram for the annular element at the propel-
ler is plotted as in figure 2.. The flow 10SS
is at right angles to the principal in-
flow. As is seen m = O for Y = O.. The ratios m and
-f increase according to geometrically defined condition:
1 1
reaching a maxirn.um at V = —2’
~2 =after 4CL (1 + a)
,,
This, however,. indicates that w =“2YQ = O; itself
reached the maximum value (slipstream rotation equal
.
has
to
propeller rotation). Added to this the absence Q.fvisc-
osity losses by reason of the assumedly frictionle.,ss. .
flow, it follows that th’e lift element dA must. be’.at.‘
right angles to the principal inflow. Bearing in mind
the components of the flow loss, the three similar
NACA Technical Memorandum No. 10~2 11
+hiahgies of figure 2 &“ffo’rd’-therelationship at the
plade of the propeller for ..
..
“(3.3)
{3.4)
Herewith the induced efficiency of the annular ele-
ment (reference 6, p. 198) becomes
(3.5)
where, as in eauation ‘(1.3), the, axial efficiency is
f3..6,)
and the rota,tion efficiency
nur = ($ - Y) and Y = (1 - qur) ,(3.7)
After equating (3,3) and ~3.4) for tan. Pi in con-
junction with eq,uation (3,5’) the proportionality factors
can be expressed (reference 6, p. 198) by
(1 - ~ir) A2
AZ + T)ira”
and, in connection with “(2.15), by
,1
i
/.i};
, ,Immim,, .,-,,.--,, ,,., , , ,,,, --.,, .—-.,-.
. .
“’”’”(l- “~i~)’ “ ““ A2(.1 - ‘iir) ‘.,. & ‘io)
6
= (A2 + qir) [l:-ml . :.
Combining (3.6] and <3 .8) a“ffords
and, by combination of (3.7) and ‘~3 .9):
.
(3.11)
.:
. .
{(3.12)
For very high coefficients of advance (inside radii! )
A becomes ~ar = 1 and ~ur = ~ir; for very small coef-
ficients of advance (outs i-de”ra.dii!), “Tar = qir and
‘O~r = 1. The intermediate vaILues for qar and llur in
relation to &
A
and
‘ir’ a.de Shown “Yn figure 3.
According to the simple momentum theory (equation
(1~1~) ),the thrust component at the annular’ element is
dS = npQ2raksr dr”= 41TfSV2(1 + a) cmdr ‘(3.13)
I?ollowing the applicati on of the momentum theorem to
the rotational motion the element of the initiated power
is
dN = ~dM = 4TrpVf12,(1 + a) Yr3dr (3.14)
the thrust coefficient for the annular element is
. . . . (3,15),“
II?‘-”’”’”—- ___ __
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~
.,. .%-. ~ ,—.=- . .. ..
.
i and the power factor
‘ 2dN
= 4A3(l+:m”)Y=
qir)(~a+ ~ir)
‘z= 2vpQ3r4dr
~A3(! - ((3.16)(A2 + Tlir2)2,
IV. THE BEST THRUST DI-STRZBUTION BY THE ENLARGED
i MOMENTUIVl THEORY (ANNtiLAR ELEMENT)
&
,J
,..
~
The solution of ~(3.5) for the induced efficiency
m
g:i gives
,.:
13
~dM - vdS = avdS + Y~dM = dNv ((4.1)
The left-hand side gives the power required to cover
the power loss in the slipstream which itself consists of
the flow losses in axial direction and from the slip-
stream rotation. After insertion of
((4.2)
in equation (:.14) for d~ the power loss (reference 6, .
P. 196) becomes
dNv = (+-Jr’r4mpv3 (1 + a) .(4.3)
The best thrust distribution (reference 4) over the
propeller cross section is governed by the condition that
a thrust increment A(d S) at any point of the propeller
section is accompanied hy a.n eqval power decrepent A(dNv).
With equation ‘(3 .13.)we get
A(CiS) = ,~vpva (1 + 2CZ) A~rdr ((4.4)
and with (4.3):
.... . ,, . ------
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A(dNv)= 4mpv3
[
>(YAa+ (1+ ~)AY) - (1+ 2u)Au] rdr (4.5)
With (4,4} and “{4.5)~he condition for,,the best
l thrust distribution becomes
,.
,.:’
.,
A(dNv)=” YAm+ (l+a).AY, _l ~
= (4.6)
vA(dS) X2 (1,+.2a.) AcL “
l?rom the combined equations (3.3) and (3.4) the
differentiation gives .!
~a (1 + 2CL) Aa, = (1 - 2Y) AY ,4.7)
,.
which is entered in (4.6). The elimination of a and
Y“ according to (3.8) and (3:.9) leaves th.e.condi.tion
for the best thrust distribution (reference.,,,6,p. 197) at:
(1 + c) = Y (1 + a)
X2 (1 + 2a) + (1 - 2Y)
1 - ~ir A2 + Viy
.—-—— —
= A2 + air (2 - ~ir) ‘ n-jr2 + ‘2 ,(2~i.r- 1.)
For many calculations it is convenient to introduce
(reference 6, p. 198): ,,
n.lr ‘=1- c
. .
which results in
(1 + c) = c 4= ~2 + (1 -c),.A2 + (1 - 62) (1 - C)2 + ~’2 (1 - 2C) ‘14.9)
For annular elements with very small A-values (outside
radii!) we get
NACA Technical Memorandum No. 1002
,. . . .(l+c)=;;+2ca’)=!~d- “
-caa)’
2,
Ca =
[(l+lc) J~ -“(l +C)+(l+C)CI° (4,10)-,
for those with very .grea,t A-values (inside radii!)
Constant C can rise from o to ~, thus afford-
ing the following limiting values;
,C c
a ,n.
cIre i
.“
o 0 1.0 0 (4.12)
m“” 1 “’ -o K. e., 5,).,,
-..
The relation of C, Tira , and ~iri is il.lus- ‘
trated in figure 4, from ltinichthe pertinent values of
C, ~ira, and
‘iri c:~n be..~scerta,ined. It should be
noted in particular that inside the value of Tiri is
never”less than 0,5, ,.,
Resolved with respect to (1 + ~a), equation (4.9)
gives the relation
(l+ N)=< rv +.26 (1 -+ c)-12 [1-(1 - 2C) (1 + c)]
. .
.,
.“..”
f
i
[1-(1-2C)
:(4.13)6[,3.+ 26 .(1-+ .C)12.
...
,.
The condition of’best thr~~t distribution can be ful-
.*
filled in different fashion a.s shown hereinafter.
I
Ill II Ill I Imm Ilmlll Immlmllm Ill nmwmm
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v. PROPELLER WITH EQUAL THRUST
DISTRIBUTION OVER THE DISK AREA
The l~jet propulsion systemll can ~e visualized for
the moment (although hardly realizable technically) as
being designed with angular velocity alternating over
the propeller radius. Keeping the product Qr at each
annular element constant, the angular velocities decrease
hyperbolically from the innermost value indefinitely
toward the outside, The speed triangles (fig. 2) are
maintained for all annular elements, whence the coeffi-
cient of advance A itself and the induced
‘fl.lr” are constant for all annular elements.
With these assumptions the condition of
distribution ~~4.8) for all annular elements
also.
efficiency
best thrust
is satisfied
According to equations (3.8), (3.9) and .(3.10)
the ratios a, y, and 6 themselves become constants for
all annular elements.
With d8 =0, dY=O, anddA=O the pressure distri-
bution in the slipstream (cf. equation (2.14)) is:
QaR S2
If A=const= iland Q= —= 4 it simplifies
r x
constant k denoting
k=8y~ (1+26)(l+a).
(5.2)
(5.3)
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After posting the origina~ values for “cc; 8“’;“Y ~’and” L
... .,whilebe%r”ing in”mind (2.3) Snd,, (2.12) we get>.
WJa2~azR2 W ~V
k=8 ‘—
4Qa2 V2v w
2
Wl~R14 RZR2
2 [1‘laRl=2 = 2—V2R4R1. v
,’
,.
(5.4)
The value ~ is to be tre; ted as a kind of coefficient
wZaR1
,,
of advance of the rotating. slipstream boundary.
At the slipstream boundary, that is, for X = 1,
PI = Pla. Wkthin the slipstream the pressure is
P 1la
or, “after integration,
p~ Q+k’ln x.’:
—= (5.5)
.~ ~
Since O<x<l, klnx is always smaller than 0.
From a pressure of
. .
Pla
..
it rises to on the outside.
T ..
..
,..
qhe, arrang~ment ,of,a.,jet propulsion system assumed
here, is designated as. “ides.l,.t~ It”,should be aimed at if,
as is o.rdinari.ly not, the, c.a.seand would be important onlY
by ventilation of g?.?r”s,.th,eflow in nub proximity should
be ascr~bed the same kignlficance as that far outside=
.
. . .
b
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, The thrust for tlie chosen ,co.nstants : flir =,qiR = lli
and A = A“’ is according tb (3,1%3;’ “’ “ :
k
=.4, A2,. (,1 - ~i) ~ “
.,s 1“
T“i2 “’
and the power, according to (3.16);
,,.
kZ =4A 3 (1- Oi) ~1
“mi3
.
.“
where the quantity JI
(5,6)
[5.7)
(5.8)
denotes a factor that drops with ascending A from 1 to
o. For equations (5.6) and
(1.1}
(5.7) change to-:
m: ‘(::2).
Figure 5 illustrates the correlation of ~i, ~ with
k~“
.
and k~. It applies thus to””a jet-propulsion system
with uniform thrust distribution over the disk area and
simultaneously occurring minimum slipstream a,nd rotation
losses. The effect of this propulsion system comes
closest to the conditions outlined in the simple momentum
theory, the slipstream losses are supplemented by the
rotation losses a.s it must be by the deflection of the
force.
. .
VI. PROPELLER WITH THRUST
.,
,,
NONUNIFORMLY OVER THX
D~STRIBUTED
DISK AREA
The ordinary propeller operateswith angular velo-
‘city Q equal for.all annular elements, consequently the
coefficient of advance A ‘i’s”dependent on”the radius,
.’On the inside Ajco and on the outs’ide :.~~0.’ If’the
condition for best thrust distril)u’$ion Confor”rnahl”qto
equation {4,8) is to be maintained for certain constants
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“(”l”--”+c), the “varia.bXe coefficients of advance h define
variable induced efficiencies’ Tir and” values c accord-
ing to equation (4-13]. .
In figure 6 the efficiencies qir’, Var., and qur
are plotted against the reciprocal value of ~ for dif-
ferent constants C between C = O and G = m. .As al-
ready seen from figure 3 the outside annular elements
(small A, great ~) are important for the production
of thrust; in the inner annular elements the rotation
losses are primarily induced. For higher thrust the in-
creased angular velocity is lacking. This points toward
the fact that the hub region of such a propeller can be
di scounted as a thrust producer. Nevertheless, this, pro-
peller satisfies the condition of best thrust distribu-
tion C = const.
AS mir changes over ,the radius so ~ar and qur
themselves assume different value=. An average v5.lue can
be formed only for propellers with given outside coeffi-
cient of advance A and outside induced efficiency llir,
and even then not in general form.
.,,
1wi~h~.$.x we get
(6il)
. .
. . .
and acco.rd’ingly ‘
nam = 2 ;n ar XA”X (6.2)o, ,.
1
,4 ,..q’um =’ 2 :“ T)ur XA”X (6*3)
For small stripi” A x =“A d(~) t:he::summation can be
made direct on figure 6. With the example
‘..
20
.,
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A= (),.azs””arid’~= 3,,ari~
A
.,,
.
~iR = 0.658; ~aR = 0.?05; ~uR .= 0.930
the average v alues are
=’ 0.679 T ~~ = 0.775 tium = 0.901him. . .
Despite the choice of high constant C = 1.0, ~iR
and qirn ,differ very little from each othe~ (3.5 perc-
ent)’, while qaR and nam as well as
~uR and num”
do so much more because of their opposite distribution.
so , for small constants C, it is, permissible with-
out introducing abnormal errors to use without summation
the values qir, ~ars and qur * rea~ off, say for x =
0.7, as ~. ~am, and TIum..Im> .
With variable
‘ar and ~ur, m and Y themselves
change according to (3.8>, and .(3.9).
To determine the pressure differences in the propel-
ler annular elements, equation ,(2.14) the secured values
for m, 6, Y, A, and ‘d6, dY, and d~ would have to be
inserted. It was omitted in this instance, since it is
very tedious and theoretically does not differ from the
study in section VII (fig. 10). The essential, difficulty
(reference 5) involving the arrangement ‘o”fthe annular
elements in the slipstream and hence the correct size of
“8 and da has already been pointed out at the conclu-
sion of section 11.
With the average,,value ~im the thrust
ks=.4A
2 (1 - Tim) ~
lgl
iima
(6.4)
and the power factor
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.,
‘3(1 -~im)Jkl = 4A
11’im3 lm
are ftirmod, where
J = ~im3 (~im + A2)Im (qima + ~~)+
(6. 5)
(6.6.)
according to equation 7(5.3).
AS nin > mist smaller ~iR must be chosen to
achieve the same thrust and power factors of section V.
But this is synonymous with lighter propeller loading in
section V for a given coefficient of advance A.. Bear-
ing in mind this difference, the representation (fig. 5)
can equally be e~ployed for deeil.ing with correlated val-
ues
~im, ii, ks and k?.
Equations (3.4) and .,(3.!5) can also be combined to
((j.’7)
,.
or, after introduction of ~ = x and 1;:
v AA—-”
..
C2STIi r Tir ~iy
tan $i = — —.= = ,(6.8)
_r ,r_ x
R R
In figure 7 the values %=x are plotted as abscis-
A
sas and the values —
llir
as ordinates ‘at the same scale
for C = 1.0 and ~ = 0.333. The induced pitch angles
Pi for the different radii are ob’tained by combining
correlated values on the two coordinates.
,, ,.
VII. LIGHTLY LOADED 3?ROP,dLLER
,.
,’.
... .
...’ . ...’
Yor small induced efficienc~es, corre~pondi,ng to
lightly loaded propellers, higher powers than the first
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power of c can be disregarded in equation (4,9>. for
the condition of #est t’;rrust disti’ibu”tion. I?ollowing the
elimination of the relation (reference 6, p. 198):
is produced.
Thus the constants C for lightly loaded propellers
are in simple manner tied to tie induced efficiencies.
The lightly loaded propell,~.rs of this kind have been
treated repeatedly and beconl~ ger.era.lknowledge on the
basis of a report by 3etz (reference 4).
To complete the arguments of the preceding sections
the proportional factors m, 6, 6/m, and Y for the con-
stants A= 0.2 and Vi = 0.9 are shown plotted against
~
~ in figure 8, and the ratios of the slipstream velocities
w WI w ~H, A
—> —Vv and ‘f ~’ ~ “nd x for the sane constants agginst
~
R
in figure 9.
It will be noted that the values > and ~ fOr%
v a
the contracted slipstream””were plo”tted against ~
rather than ag~inst the ratio of the” slipstream.
gIntroducing L = A = A.— while disregarding the in-
r x
terference of the annular elements in the slipstream, the
pressure equation (2.14) gives
[ - ‘-”” ‘----’
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In explanation of this pr.es’sure equat”ion the varia-
l’dpl’ti.on of the values and ‘their integration ~
q dx q
for the assumption ~ = 1.0 have been plotted against
q“
for A=$=x 0.2, A = 0.4 and
~i ‘0.9 in figure 10.
. .>
Because a pressure balance, that is , 9 = 1 must
q
exist at the boundary (x = 1), a low pressure results
within the slipstream which increases with the coeffi-
cient of advance A (“reference 5, p. 1’7, fig. 12).
For the propeller in question the thrust distribution
over the ratio of radii follows at
~ dS
z
=8fLG
p V2 ?-fR2
and the power distribution at
(7.3)
(7.4)
where, with hi = ;, the value G (reference 6, p. 200,
i
fig, 14) reads:
,
(7.5)
Figure 11 shows G in relation to the reciprocal
value of the induced coefficient of advance l/Ai for
various ni; ‘it is substantially a straight line (refer–
ence 6, p. 200, fig. 14). so, for m2ny calculations, it
--,- ,,.,,-.,.,,, ,..,-..,,.-.,,.. ..—.-. ........
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is permiss,i%le to assume a. linear thrust, torque, and
powsr %y assumedly uniformly distributed high induced ef-
ficiency.
The integration. of (T.5) affords (reference 6,. p.
200; also~ l?. Ldsch). the thrust
and the power factor
kl =411
3 .(’1 - Ti) ~2
~i3
(’?.7)
A ““
— = ili denoting the integral;
Ti
1 (1 ‘hi)
Ja = 1 -A.: (2 - ~i) in [1 + _ 1Ai31 + ~
(7.8)
1+*)\ i
As counterpart to figure 5 the correlation of !cs,
k ~i, and A is shown for the lightly loaded propel-
l~; in figure 12. Comparison shows, as is to be expected,
that the curves of figure 15 give somewhat letter values
than those of figure 12. The discrepancies would be
greater if the last examined propeller could be superim-
posed inside by a higher thrust loading.
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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